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The health risk associated with high cholesterol levels in the human body has motivated intensive eﬀorts to
lower them by using specialized drugs. However, little research has been performed utilizing nanomaterials
to remove extra cholesterol from living tissues. Graphyne, a 2D lattice of sp2- and sp1-hybridized carbons
similar to graphene, possesses great potential for cholesterol extraction from cell membranes due to its
distinct porous structure and outstanding surface adhesion. Here we employ molecular dynamics
simulations to explore pathways for cholesterol removal from protein clusters by using graphyne as a
promising vehicle. We ﬁrst demonstrate the adhesive strength between a single cholesterol molecule
and diﬀerent types of pristine graphyne, which provides the foundation for the graphyne–cholesterol
interaction and the dynamic cholesterol removal process within a protein cluster. The sp1-hybridized
carbons in graphynes are potentially more reactive than the sp2-hybridized carbons in graphene, which
bestows graphynes with a remarkable aﬃnity for cholesterol molecules. Simulation results show that
graphynes with more sp1-hybridized carbon linkers can extract more cholesterol molecules than those
with fewer linkers. The movement rate of graphyne across the protein cluster also plays an important
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role in determining the amount of removed cholesterol molecules from the system of interest. The
hybrid structure of graphyne with cholesterol molecules in its partial pores also possesses outstanding
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adhesive strength, showing better cholesterol removal performance than pristine graphyne. These
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ﬁndings open up a promising avenue to exploit the capability of graphyne for biomedical applications.

Introduction
Cholesterol is a major sterol component of mammalian cell
membranes which plays an important role in maintaining the
physical and mechanical properties of the membrane.1–4 Recently,
as nanotechnology advances cholesterol has been found to be an
indispensable ingredient for a variety of biological processes such
as signal transduction,5 protein stabilization,6 protein and lipid
sorting,7 membrane fusion,8,9 the condensing eﬀect,10 and thermal
concentration.11 However, excessive cholesterol in the bloodstream
leads to disastrous health issues such as cardiovascular disease
and premature death.12 High cholesterol concentration can trigger
damage of the endothelial tissue layer (see Fig. 1) by developing a
fatty plaque protruding into the lumen of the artery and reducing
blood ow speed in the artery. Unhealthy endothelial tissue poses
great threats to human health, being the leading cause of many
diseases such as hypertension, atherosclerosis, arterial plaque and
heart failure.13–18 Therefore, there is a critical need for developing
useful techniques to remove extra cholesterol in the endothelial
tissue layer and lower the associated health risks.
Recent years have witnessed the explosive growth of interests in investigating functionalized nanomaterials to
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ameliorate the health risks associated with high cholesterol
concentration in blood vessels. For instances, a nanoparticle
surrounded by a lipid shell has shown the ability to sequester
cholesterol and remove it from circulation.19 Nanosized
particles with large surface area (poly HEMA–MAT and poly
HEMA–MAP) have been synthesized and performed suitably as
carriers for the adsorption of cholesterol from a medium.20 Via
the incorporation of cholesterol into the cellular membrane
and conversion of the cholesterol into coprostanol, probiotics
have enjoyed the signicant popularity in cholesterol
removal.21 Cholesterol extraction by electroporated cells has
been attributed to the formation of pores upon electroporation
that enhance membrane permeability towards cholesterol.22
By employing molecular dynamics simulation, b-cyclodextrin
has been shown to extract the cholesterol from a lipid
membrane model.23,24 Hydrophobic carbon allotropes, for
instance carbon nanotubes, have also been demonstrated to
remove cholesterol lodgment from membrane and protein
surfaces.25 However, from a computational viewpoint, the
investigation of cholesterol removal by two-dimensional
nanomaterials such as graphene is still lacking, and the
fundamental mechanism of the removal process with atomic
resolution remains elusive and worthy of exploration.
Carbon-based layered materials, such as graphene, because of
their high specic surface area and their exceptional
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Structure of human artery before and after atherosclerosis.

physicochemical properties show great promise for applications in
biotechnology and biomedicine such as nanobiocatalytic
systems,26 gene and drug delivery,27–30 bioimaging, and biosensing.31 It has been demonstrated that graphene microsheets can
enter cells through spontaneous membrane penetration at edge
asperities and corner sites.32 The antibacterial graphene and graphene oxide nanosheets33,34 have shown the capability to induce
the degradation of the inner and outer cell membrane of
Escherichia coli and subsequently reduce viability.35 However, graphene is not the only all-carbon 2-D material of interest; a class of
materials called ‘graphynes’ have recently been synthesized36,37 and
are making an impact due to their promising properties as well.38,39
Graphynes are a family of 2-D materials composed entirely of
carbon similar to graphene; but whereas all of the atoms in graphene are sp2-hybridized with three neighbors apiece, graphynes
all contain a percentage of sp1-hybridized acetylenic linkers, with
the percentage and distribution of linkers dening the type of
graphyne.38 The inclusion of single and triple bonds and an
enlarged lattice gives graphynes markedly diﬀerent properties
when compared with pristine graphene, opening new avenues and
giving new alternatives to conventional energy storage,40 electronics,41–43 bulk composites44 and ltration technologies.45,46
Despite extensive literature on the study of graphyne, its medical
application is still in a stage of infancy. Graphyne has been suggested as a conceptually new family of carbon materials that have
physical properties comparable to those of graphene and chemical
properties superior to those of graphene. The graphyne are
expected to be better suited to biomedical applications. The
functionalization via chemical substitution reactions occurring at
C(sp)–C(sp) bonds on graphyne could yields superior electric
conductivity and aqueous solubility than graphene.47 To demonstrate our idea to remove the cholesterol molecules from the
endothelium with graphyne, the extracellular domain protein
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1LQV appearing in the endothelium will be chosen (see the Protein
Data Bank, http://www.rcsb.org/). Here we will utilize molecular
dynamics simulation to investigate the mechanism for removing
cholesterol molecules from a 1LQV protein–cholesterol cluster
(PCC) by pulling a graphyne sheet across the cluster. The graphynes to be used in this work are all g-graphynes; labeled here as
N-graphyne where N is the number of acetylenic linkers between
hexagonal cells, varied here from 0 to 2 with 0-graphyne referring
to graphene (for ease of notation). We will begin our study with the
investigation of the adhesive interaction of a single cholesterol
molecule on the surface of diﬀerent types of graphyne as well as
the energy barrier of a cholesterol molecule passing through the
pore on the graphyne sheet. Then we will discuss the eﬃciency of
cholesterol removal from the cluster with diﬀerent graphyne types,
pulling rates, and hybridized degree. Finally we will conclude our
ndings with the potential impact of our proposed cholesterol
removal on the medical applications.

Computational model and
methodology
In the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, we adopt the
powerful CHARMM27 force eld48,49 to describe the bonded and
non-bonded interactions between atoms. The potential
components described in the CHARMM27 force eld with
specic parameters50 are dened as
Etotal ¼ Ebonds + Eangle + Edihedral + Eimpropers
+ EUrey–Bradley + EvdW + Eelec

(1)

where the rst ve terms account for the intramolecular interactions (bond stretch, bond angle, dihedral angle, improper
angle, Urey–Bradley) characterizing the short-range bonding
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while the last two terms are associated with intermolecular
interactions describing the long-range van der Waals (vdW)
interactions and electrostatic interactions. For protein, all
parameters are based on from the popular CHARMM force
eld.51 For the cholesterol molecule, the electrostatic charges
for each atom are derived from the quantum mechanical
molecular electrostatic potential.52 The charges of the cholesterol head are distributed with 0.68 electron charges on the
oxygen, +0.4 on the hydrogen, and +0.2 on the carbon to which
the hydroxyl group is attached. Typically, the 12–6 LennardJones potential is adopted to describe the vdW interaction
based on the Lorentz–Berthelot mixing rule.

 
s 12  s 6
ELJ ¼ 43
(2)

r
r
where 3 is the depth of potential well, s is the nite distance
where the potential is zero, and r is the distance between the
particles. The global cutoﬀ for the LJ term is set here to be 10 Å
as a good balance between computational speed and accuracy.
The Polak–Ribière conjugate gradient algorithm has been
employed to perform energy minimization until the total energy
change between two successive iterations divided by the energy
magnitude is less than or equal to 108 kcal mol1. Aer an
equilibrium state is achieved, NVT ensemble simulations with a
constant temperature of 310 K are carried out based on the
Berendsen thermostat.53 The velocity Verlet method is utilized
with an integration time step of 0.5 fs.
Initially, the rectangular (65.4 Å  60.3 Å) N-graphyne (N ¼ 0,
1, 2) sheets are created correspondingly as shown in Fig. 2. The
open carbon edges of graphyne are not chemically stable in an
ambient environment, so they are terminated by covalently
bonded hydrogen atoms. We dene the carbon occupancy
Number of carbon atoms
: Here, r is 40.6%,
Surface area
31.3%, and 25.9%, which corresponds to 0, 1, 2-graphyne. The
aromatic rings in graphyne are highlighted in green to distinguish its unique structure. It should be noticed that 2-graphyne
has a longer linker chain which makes it easier to bend out of
plane.44 The PCC structure shown in Fig. 3 is obtained based on
the nal conguration of three 1LQV proteins together with a
cholesterol pool (228 cholesterol molecules) aer an energy
minimization process with a duration of 100 ps. The cholesterol
density

r¼
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molecules closely adhere to the outside surface of the folded
protein which implies the strong binding interaction between
the cholesterol molecules and protein and ensure the integrity
of the tertiary structure of proteins. The graphyne sheet is
initially placed on one side of the PCC and is intended to
remove cholesterol molecules in the presence of 1LQV aer
slowly passing through the PCC. To better demonstrate the
eﬃciency of the cholesterol removal capability of graphyne from
a protein cluster, the majority of the cholesterol molecules in
the model are situated on the same side as the graphyne sheet at
the beginning of the simulation. The reason is that the
cholesterol molecules on the end of the pulling path have a high
possibility of being pulled out from the system and should be
excluded for better illustration. All simulations are performed
in the GB/SA implicit water environment54 and under the
velocity of pulling graphyne as 0.5 Å ps1 unless otherwise
stated. The cholesterol molecules around the protein are constrained to keep the protein in the conned space, able to move
around but unable to be pulled out from the system. In what
follows, we will study cholesterol removal via diﬀerent graphyne
platforms and pulling rates as well as the hybrid structure of
graphynes with cholesterol decoration in the pores.

Results and discussions
Binding interaction between N-graphyne and a single
cholesterol molecule
To better integrate graphyne into functional devices for
cholesterol extraction, it is essential to understand the intermolecular adhesion between graphyne and a single cholesterol
molecule. The adhesive interaction is attributed to the vdW
interactions between graphyne and cholesterol, however, the
fundamental understanding of binding interaction between
graphene and cholesterol with a quantitative calibration
remains poorly exploited. Therefore, we design a set of simulations to unravel the possibility of using N-graphyne to capture
cholesterol molecules from the PCC. A single cholesterol
molecule is horizontally laid above the graphyne surface within
a distance 8.2 Å (less than the cutoﬀ distance of the long-range
force). Diﬀerent initial congurations of the cholesterol molecule are chosen in the simulations to calculate the average
adhesive energy between graphyne and the cholesterol

Fig. 2 Atomistic structure of graphynes: (a) 0-graphyne, (b) 1-graphyne, (c) 2-graphyne. The aromatic ring is highlighted in green. The dangling
carbon atoms at the edges of the graphynes are terminated by hydrogen atoms.
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Fig. 3 (a) Full atomistic view of 1LQV protein. (b) Surface view of 1LQV protein based on the element color. (c) Full atomistic view of a single
cholesterol molecule. (d) Bead view of a single cholesterol molecule. (e) Model of anfractuous protein–cholesterol cluster (PCC). (f) Side view of
PCC.

molecule. During a long simulation we assume that most stable
congurations of the cholesterol–graphyne system will be
covered. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of adhesive energy between a
single cholesterol molecule and 0-, 1-, and 2-graphyne during
the simulation time. As the simulation begins, the cholesterol
quickly adjusts its conguration to better interact with the
graphyne surface which spontaneously changes the adhesive
energy between them. The magnitude of the adhesive energy
provides a direct measure of the strength of the binding energy
between the cholesterol molecule and the graphyne. At equilibrium, 2-graphyne shows an adhesive energy per graphyne
atom of 0.043 kcal mol1, greater than 0-(0.019 kcal mol1) and
1-(0.029 kcal mol1) graphyne, which agrees with the observed
strong adhesive strength in graphyne crumpling simulation.44
Thus, the cholesterol molecule shows the strongest interaction
with the 2-graphyne surface and 2-graphyne is anticipated to
dislodge more cholesterol molecules from the PCC than 0- and
1-graphyne.
Diﬀerent from graphene, the porous graphyne might have
the capability to uptake cholesterol through its large carbon

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Fig. 4 Evolution of adhesive energy of a single cholesterol molecule
on N-graphyne with simulation time.
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rings. Thus, it is worthwhile to make a quantitative investigation of penetrating a single cholesterol molecule through
porous graphyne. To penetrate the cholesterol molecule into a
pore of graphyne, it needs to overcome the strong energy barrier
created by the linkers of graphyne. Here, the cholesterol molecule is placed vertically above the graphyne surface at a distance
9 Å with the aromatic ring containing oxygen as head and
branch-like –CH3 group as tail and pulled down towards a
specied graphyne pore. The radius of the carbon rings formed
by the adjacent linkers (inscribed circle) for 1- and 2-graphyne is
estimated as 2.04 Å and 2.84 Å correspondingly. Our simulations show that cholesterol is incapable of penetrating through
the carbon ring of 1-graphyne while it can easily pass through
the pore of 2-graphyne. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of binding
energy between the 2-graphyne and the cholesterol molecule as
the molecule passes through the 2-graphyne pore. Each snapshot represents the threading through of a diﬀerent portion of
the cholesterol molecule (a)–(d). The aromatic structure of
cholesterol at the head makes it diﬀerent to pass through the
graphyne pore which causes a large energy increase as shown in
Fig. 5(a) and (b). Aer that, the energy decreases swily when
the aromatic portion passes through the pore. At point (c), it
reaches a local energy minimum of the system which is located
in the energy well between the energy barrier (b) and (d) created
by the –CH3 tail of cholesterol. When the cholesterol molecule
gets across the pore completely, the binding energy returns to
zero. The evolution of the energy barrier for the whole process of
cholesterol molecule passing through the graphyne pore
implies that the energetically unfavorable movement of
cholesterol molecule through the pores needs to overcome a
series of energy barriers. The energy barriers created by the

Fig. 5 Evolution of energy changes for a single cholesterol molecule
as it passes through the 2-grahyne pore. (a) Snapshot for the moment
the ﬁrst aromatic ring at the head position of cholesterol molecule
passes through the pore. (b) Snapshot for the moment the second
aromatic ring at the head position of cholesterol molecule passes
through the pore. (c) Snapshot for the moment an energy minimum
reaches. (d) Snapshot for the moment –CH3 branch-like group in
cholesterol molecule passes through the pore.
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graphyne pore can be conquered by increasing the pressure
across the membrane similar to water purication by graphyne.46,55 Single cholesterol has little possibility to be unreeved
due to the energy barrier at the pore, which in turn suggests that
the hybrid structure of graphyne–cholesterol with cholesterol
molecule shelved at its local minimum position (c) inside the
2-graphyne pore remains stable. Thus the decorated 2-graphyne
with cholesterol molecules inside the pores provides a possible
platform to better attract the cholesterol molecules from the
protein cluster (see more detail in the following sections). The
energy barrier for a single cholesterol molecule penetrating
through the graphyne pore is 1900 kcal mol1 which is greater
than the adhesive energy of the attachment of the cholesterol
molecule on the graphyne surface. Through the study of the
binding interaction between the cholesterol and graphyne, it
can be anticipated that the potential ability of removing
cholesterol is related to the number of acetylenic linkers and the
hybrid graphyne–cholesterol system might possess a better
capability to capture cholesterol than pristine graphyne does.

Dependency of cholesterol extraction capability on types of
graphyne
Graphyne oﬀers a better adhesion capability to attach more
closely to objects than any other carbon-based materials do.38
The strong binding ability between graphyne and a single
cholesterol molecule in the previous section provides a rm
foundation to study the cholesterol extraction eﬃciency by
diﬀerent types of graphynes in a hybrid system. In what follows,
we investigate the dynamic cholesterol extraction process by
graphynes and the eﬀect of types of graphynes on the removal
eﬃciency. Fig. 6 shows a series of snapshots describing the
dynamic process of cholesterol removal by pulling the
0-graphyne through the PCC. When the graphyne sheet
approaches to the PCC cluster, the cholesterol molecules begin
to move towards and accumulate on the 0-graphyne surface.
The accumulation of the cholesterol molecules on the surface of
graphyne and the strong internal entanglement among
cholesterol molecules expedite the movement of cholesterol
molecules on the surface of graphyne as depicted in
Fig. 6(a)–(c). Also worthwhile to mention is that the presence of
cholesterol molecules roughens the graphyne surface by
generating the energy wells on it, which can contribute to the
entrapment of cholesterol molecules. From Fig. 6(d), it can be
noticed that the conned space between two proteins thwarts
the continuous collection of cholesterol molecules on the
graphyne surface during the pulling process. Two proteins act
as the host of cholesterol molecules to hinder their departure
from them. However, there is still a larger portion of cholesterol
molecules which depart from the PCC during the pulling out of
the graphyne sheet as seen in Fig. 6(e). The snapshots in Fig. 6
demonstrate the fundamental process of how the graphyne is
employed to extract the cholesterol molecules from the protein
cluster. Fig. 7 shows the nal results of cholesterol extraction by
diﬀerent types of graphyne. It is noticed that cholesterol
molecules can be attached to both sides of the graphyne when
removed from the protein cluster. From the side views in
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Fig. 6 A series of snapshots describe the dynamic pulling process for removing cholesterol from the PCC by using 0-graphyne. 0-graphyne is
shown in green.

Fig. 7(b)–(f), we also observe that 2-graphyne deforms more
dramatically than 0- and 1-graphyne do because the greater
number of linkers makes it more exible.44 This exibility of

2-graphyne can serve an energy well to capture more cholesterol
molecules and pull them out together with the graphyne sheet.
Comparison of the number of cholesterol molecules extracted

Fig. 7 Final snapshots of simulations with 0-graphyne (a and b), 1-graphyne (c and d), 2-graphyne (e and f) respectively. (a), (c) and (e) side view.
(b), (d) and (f) top view.
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by diﬀerent types of graphyne with the same eﬀective surface area
is shown in Fig. 8. By showing the nonlinear increase of the
number of removed cholesterol molecules from 16, 25 and 53 as
the type of graphynes changes from 0 to 2, it implies that the
ability of cholesterol extraction by graphyne highly depends on
the adhesion between the graphyne and the cholesterol molecules as we have investigated in the previous section and the outof-plane deformation of structure. This nonlinear increment
relationship is also attributed to the accumulation of cholesterol
molecules on the graphyne surface and the wavy surface of graphene, both of which enhance the adhesive capability of the
hybrid system of graphyne sheet and cholesterol molecules.

Pulling rates of graphyne as a signicant factor in cholesterol
extraction eﬃciency
To determine the eﬀect of pulling rate on the cholesterol
extraction from PCC by graphyne, we make a comparison of the
removal eﬃciency of graphyne at diﬀerent pulling rates for each
type of g-graphyne as well as a-graphyne, b-graphyne.56 Fig. 8
depicts the number of removed cholesterol molecules by pulling
rates of 0.25 Å ps1, 0.5 Å ps1 and 1 Å ps1. The dependence of
the number of removed cholesterol molecules with pulling
velocities could be tted into equation N ¼ aeb/v as shown in
Fig. 8(c), where a and b are coeﬃcient depending on the graphyne
types. For 0-graphyne, a ¼ 27.9, b ¼ 0.34; for 1-graphyne,
a ¼ 161.0, b ¼ 0.93; for 0-graphyne, a ¼ 154.4, b ¼ 0.42. It is
noticed that more cholesterol molecules can be extracted from
the cluster by a lower pulling rate for all types of g-graphynes.
Under each pulling velocity, a stronger adhesion between
graphyne and cholesterol molecules and out-of-plane deformation possesses a larger capability of removing more cholesterol
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molecules from the cluster. Since the diﬃculty of the out-of-plane
deformation for graphene, the pulling rates we choose here don't
have any obvious eﬀect for graphene. The number of removed
cholesterols molecules increase from 16 to 18 when decrease the
pulling velocity from 0.5 Å ps1 to 0.25 Å ps1. The total number
of cholesterol molecules in the system is 228 while the 2-graphyne could extract 108 cholesterol molecules from system at
pulling velocity 0.25 Å ps1. Compared with 1-graphyne with one
triple bond linkers on each edge within 12-atom ring, a-graphyne
has one triple bond linkers could extract more cholesterol
molecules due to large deformation of its 18-atom rings with a
pulling velocity of 0.5 Å ps1. b-graphyne shows similar extraction eﬃciency than 1-graphyne. Intuitively, at high pulling speed,
the cholesterol molecules close to the graphyne surface do not
have enough time to adjust their conguration for better interacting with the graphyne before the graphyne sheet is pulled
away. Therefore, there lacks a critical accumulation phase which
plays a signicant role in determining the eﬃciency of the
removal process. On the other hand, at a lower speed, the
cholesterol molecules possess adequate time to adjust their
positions on the graphyne surface so as to strongly bind with the
graphyne surface, which leads to an easy pull-out process.
However, a lower pulling velocity of graphyne sheets needs more
computational time. This explains why we choose the default
pulling velocity as 0.5 Å ps1 to save computation cost while still
maintaining the quality of simulation results.

A hybrid graphyne–cholesterol carrier to dislodge the
cholesterol molecules
A variety of appropriate functionalization methods including
covalent and non-covalent modications on the surface of

Fig. 8 Number of removed cholesterol molecules from the protein cluster with a variety of pulling rates for 0-, 1-, 2-graphyne as well as
a- (a), b-graphyne (b). (c) shows the explicit relationship between the number of removed cholesterol molecules and the pulling velocities
for three diﬀerent graphynes.
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graphene have been reported to enhance its adhesive capability
and compatibility with other molecules.30,56–62 However the
complicated fabrication process for the covalent graing
method together with the instability of non-covalent functionalization of graphene severely hinders its biomedical applications. Diﬀerent from graphene as mentioned in Section 1,
porous 2-graphyne is very suitable to form hybrids with
cholesterol molecules by non-covalent functionalization while
also possessing outstanding stability. To demonstrate the eﬃciency of cholesterol extraction from PCC via functionalized
2-graphyne, hybrid structures with high and low densities of
cholesterol functionalization are modeled as shown in Fig. 9(a)
and (b). The cholesterol molecules overcome the energy barrier
to enter into the pores of 2-graphyne gradually until reaching
the global energy minimum position shown in Fig. 5 to make
sure that cholesterol molecules retain stable inside the
2-graphyne pores. The stability of the graphyne–cholesterol
hybrid is guaranteed due to the energy barrier which impedes
the cholesterol molecules from moving out of the pore in either
direction. Fig. 9(c) shows the evolution of adhesive energy
between a single cholesterol molecule and graphene, and also a
single cholesterol molecule with the two hybrid structures. It is
noticed that the magnitude of adhesive strength of the hybrid
structure with a high density of cholesterol reaches 62 kcal
mol1 which is higher than that of the structure with a low
density of cholesterol 53.7 kcal mol1 and pristine 2-graphyne

A hybrid graphyne–cholesterol carrier with high (a) and low
density (b) of cholesterol's decoration. (c) Evolution of adhesive energy
of a single cholesterol molecule on the surface of 2-graphyne, hybrid
structure (a) and hybrid structure (b) separately. The brown dash line
depicts the averaged energy at equilibrium state.

Fig. 9
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46.83 kcal mol1, indicating that the strength of adhesion
energy between a single cholesterol molecule and functionalized 2-graphyne sheets can be tailored by the extent of the noncovalent binding density of cholesterol molecules. It is also
observed that it takes longer simulation time for the single
cholesterol to reach its stable conguration on the hybridized
2-graphyne surface than pristine 2-graphyne surface because
the single cholesterol molecule needs more time to adjust its
position into the shaped wells formed by the functionalized
cholesterols. The presence of cholesterol molecules in the
2-graphyne pores endows additional dimensions to the
2-graphyne sheet for interacting with cholesterol molecules.
Will the hybrid structure be more eﬃcient for cholesterol
removal than pristine 2-graphyne when pulling it through the
PCC? From the simulation results shown in Fig. 10(a)–(c), we
see that the hybrid structure with a high density of cholesterol
molecules, as shown in Fig. 9(a), can remove more cholesterol
molecules than the low-density structure shown in Fig. 9(b).
Compared with pristine 2-graphyne, the increased number of
removed cholesterol molecules indicates that the functionalized hybrid structure emerges as a more powerful tool to
disentangle and extract the cholesterol molecules from the PCC,
as shown in Fig. 10(c). It is also noticed from Fig. 10(a) and (b),
that during the pulling process the cholesterol molecules in the

Fig. 10 (a) Final snapshot of simulations for functionalized 2-graphyne
with high density of cholesterol molecules. (b) Final snapshot of
simulations for functionalized 2-graphyne with low density of
cholesterol molecules. The cholesterol molecules used to functionalize 2-graphyne are shown in blue color to make a distinction to the
cholesterol molecules in the PCC. (c) Number of removed cholesterol
molecules from PCC with pristine 2-graphyne, hybrid 2-graphyne with
high density of functionalization, hybrid 2-graphyne with low density
of functionalization.
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pores always retain their position and stay in the 2-grahyne
pore, implying that the energy to overcome the pull-out barrier
of a single cholesterol molecule from the graphene pore is
larger than the energy to move it freely on the surface of hybrid
structure. Our ndings demonstrate that the proposed hybrid
2-grahyne structure possesses extraordinary binding properties
to attract cholesterol molecules, which can serve as a platform
for the medical application of graphyne-based hybrid
structures.

Concluding remarks
In summary, we have performed molecular dynamics simulation to investigate how to pull cholesterol molecules from a
protein cluster by graphyne sheets. We rst demonstrated the
adhesive strength between the graphyne and single cholesterol
which laid the foundation for pulling the cholesterol molecules
out from the protein cluster. With strong per-atom interaction,
the graphyne can fully interact with local cholesterols and
attract them to its surface when it passes through the PCC. Our
simulation results suggest that the number of acetylenic linkers
(N) of the graphyne is the strongest indicator of the eﬃciency for
extracting cholesterol molecules from the system of interest.
The out-of-plane deformation of graphyne with more linkers
makes it easier to carry the cholesterols out. The ability of
cholesterol extraction by graphyne depends on both the adhesion between the graphyne and cholesterol molecules and the
irregular morphology of graphyne with the increase of the
number of the linkers. The extraction eﬃciency is also inuenced by the graphyne pulling rate through the protein cluster,
with a slower pulling rate able to remove more cholesterol
molecules no matter what type of graphyne it is. We also
designed a stable hybrid graphyne–cholesterol carrier by
placing the cholesterol molecule into the graphyne pores. This
hybrid shows an intense adhesive strength able to attract more
cholesterol molecules and remove them from the protein
cluster compared with the pristine graphynes. These fundamental ndings provide a promising guidance for designing
novel carbon-based devices for biomedical purposes.
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